
③ Itheorem 1941 (AS]

"If in a group
of100 people each person knows 3 other people,

then there are 25people who don'tknow each other"

More generally:

every vertexhasexactly a neighbors
-

G(V,E)
⑭ Areogapeneverreality atthe ·Independent

↳
a subsetof vertices no two ofwhich are neighbors

↳of Choose a random ordering of (uniform).

· I = =SVEV: w is theleastelementamong and its neighbors.
E1I =E *(reI=2 P40eI3=

ve

# (Prof, thator is theleastamong dil element
·I is an independentset: in random order)
-

of 2, re 1 and (v) + Ethen us
and vau =>4 D.

mark:Turan's found issimal for the union of cliques of size d+1.
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④ problem
TRIE

↓ X
FAISI

n

b:+, r3 +dT,F)
C ABadformulaon a literall is a function

· b is satisfiable if Iam assignment s such that (a)=T
-

of Boolean formula can be expressed in the comunctive normal form (ar):

AND of ORs (ofxi's and i's), e.g.
*

negation
AND

·(2) =E,z),wnues)ne:
Even 3-Sat GNP

&
Consider a random"K-SAr" formula will in

causes each of length k,

where each literal is chosen independently uniformly from fre, ...,n,e, ...,n.

Whatis the probabilitythatissatisfiable?

~ In clauses --
L

P(x) =(??) a(r?.....?(a
... a(?)
- L

k
↑

·

each "?" can be a literal se
or itsnegation si

* If r2"luz and now (while wit are fixed),

thenPS4 issatisfiable) ->0

Roof PS4 is satisfiable) =(=x
=
4+,r3 :b(x) =+3

=2 P(4().=T3& (union Gound) 3
xt4T,F3u

P(x) =4(x)n - - .Prn(x) ->

pous-thbiteinanene
↳ if >2"luz

Remark If k3, r<2Wh2-h, 4 Dissatisfiable)
->1 (nx) (AlourNaor-Peresof
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⑤CarloIntegration

#

lem For a given function f: (0,)"-R, numerically compute

..... flee, .; sal de...dra=IfaeSo, isd

=

Mod
· If d =1:are thegrid!

Riemann sum
0=X, X2 Xz... . XnYn+Fl

Y

]f(x)dx =2,(xi) f(xi) =1, f(X:)
"Resolution"- "An

· If d=2, do similary
butuse Regina.n=(x2) pt.

· For general dimension, we
need n=(a)" pts.·
-

Exponential in d. Too large.
-

-EOF DIMENSIONALITY"
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Method2:Monte-Carlo⑧
· Instead of choosingXi on thegrid,

choose them atom independently:Xi-emb(10.134)

=>f(xi) are iid. r.Y's. ↓, f(x) ,f(x)d

· E(IE,f(xi)] =IEf(xi) =If(x)
*Ifbyidentical distribution

d

-( f(x) p(x) da, where density is pli)=he
d
R

-
=I f(x) dx.

8 &

d
C0,1)

=>we have an editor of the integral

·Rate of convergence? L error ("MSE"):
2

E (2,11x:)-(f(x)dn) =Var( E, f(xi))10,11d
en

i 19

EZ
z

n
2
↳ be

en

↳ I e.g. if IfuslEd
Fr.

· Chebycher's inequality -with probability = 0.99, ⑪
It ,f(x) - f(da) =I

Regardless of dimensiond!
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